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I would like to thank the Chair of ECON and the members of the committee for inviting me to 
make this brief presentation at your public hearing.  I will first explain our interest in the issue 
and then address four questions I hope will assist ECON in its debate.

The European Association of Corporate Treasurers (the EACT) brings together treasury 
associations of 17 member states and two other European countries.  We are ‘professional 
bodies’ and not trade associations.  We do not lobby and have no profit or commercial drivers.  
Treasury associations exist to encourage individuals to use liquidity, funding and risk skills in 
the financial management process and to provide professional treasury qualifications.  Where 
major change is taking place – for instance with SEPA and now the OTC issue – we try to 
encourage sensible outcomes.

Our interest in the proposals is simple.  As these were first outlined we saw that 
implementation would drain funds from European companies for cash collateral.  We argued 
that this would reduce risk mitigation – and this posed a threat to EU objectives of growth and 
employment.  We assumed – charitably perhaps – that these were unintended consequences.  
We felt a responsibility to engage with the Commission and Parliament to highlight the issues. 

The EACT fully supports the G20 commitments.  It is clear to us that there is still work to be 
done to address what Treasury Secretary Geithner referred to a few days ago as ‘catastrophic 
failures of judgment in Wall Street’.

The emphasis on Wall Street is significant.  The crisis in derivatives was about financial 
institutions and emphatically not directly about the companies in the real economy.  For your 
constituents job security is a vital concern; they need a stable economic and financial 
environment.

I stress job security because I will argue here that derivatives support employment and growth 
– because they are used to reduce risk rather than to increase it.

In my view it would be a grave mistake for the EU to omit an end user regulatory exemption 
from standardisation and central clearing.  I believe that many members of ECON will be well 
aware of the serious consequences if an exemption is not granted.

Those consequences relate to the drain of liquidity from productive investment and into actual 
and future calls for margin collateral.  Without an exemption companies will reduce hedging; 
this will leave their businesses, employment and growth more exposed to the uncertainty of 
financial market movements.

Mr Langen’s draft report constructively addressed a number of key issues.  The tabled 
amendments have further widened and informed the discussion.  In the light of ECON’s work I 
see four key end user questions as central to the debate.  I hope you will find the questions 
(and answers) helpful in understanding how this all impacts the real economy of Europe.  The 
questions address why and how end users use derivatives, the evidence for systemic risk and 
the SME issue.

Why do end users use derivatives?  The essential answer is that derivatives are used by end 
users to mitigate risk….not to gamble and not to speculate.  What sort of risk is this and why 
does it not involve gambling and speculation?

The risk being mitigated with derivatives arises in currencies, interest rates and commodities –
because companies must both import and export.  It also arises because larger companies 
borrow cost-effectively in international markets; derivatives ensure funds can be converted into 
the home currency without any risk for the life of the borrowing.

I have worked in large and mid-sized companies in Europe, the US and Asia, with financial risk 
mitigation applied throughout.  A company board insists that minimisation of all identifiable risk 
should be the central purpose of treasury risk management and the board prohibits 
speculation.  There are few exceptions to this.

This approach is documented in policies and procedures, confirmed in the published financial 
statements.  Professional treasurers implement these policies and have oversight of risk 
management.

It is sometimes suggested that hedging – which is the activity I am describing – involves 



‘taking a view’ and is therefore speculative.  The response is simple: hedging – risk mitigation 
– creates certainty where there would otherwise be uncertainty.  Most rational people would 
argue that faced with wider economic uncertainty this is entirely prudent.

A typical example of the hedging I am describing is that of a member state department store 
employing 24,000 people.  25% of its stock is imported, principally in Dollars.  So there is 
serious risk to supply chain costs.  This company states publicly that the management of these 
costs, through hedging, is essential to its ability to make sound business decisions.

The second question concerns how derivatives are used.  The department store will primarily 
buy currencies in the forward market – negotiated competitively with a bank.  The end user 
needs deals tailored to the value and the timing of the amounts it is due to pay its suppliers.

This is how companies across Europe use derivatives every day to mitigate risk – and these 
need to be non-standardised products to match the underlying risk in the business.  This 
allows hedging to be effective and valuable in protecting jobs and growth.

Companies also use derivatives to help raise cost-effective finance.  National Grid is a 
regulated power supply utility in the UK.  It will routinely issue a bond in Euros and 
simultaneously swap the funds raised into US Dollars to fund its business in the US.

The complete matching of the OTC currency swap with the cash flows supports hedge 
accounting, which might not apply with an exchange traded derivative.  Funding companies in 
this way can achieve a dramatic saving on costs and diversifies the investor base, supporting 
global efficiency.

I want to stress that there is no element of speculation – or ‘trading’ – in this use of derivatives.  
What I am describing is simply the application of best practice in treasury management.

The third question: is there any evidence that end users cause systemic risk?  I understand 
fully the concern of legislators about systemic risk.  However I believe that so far as end users 
are concerned the demon is imaginary.

There are two fundamental differences between the financial sector and the real economy in 
organisational failure; these need to be considered in determining whether the systemic risk 
threat is real.  Banks collapse much more quickly; and there is rarely serious ‘inter-
connectedness’ when end users collapse.

We have seen how a bank can fail over a single weekend: solvent on the Friday, out of 
business on Monday.  By contrast failing companies have slow deaths. In recent large 
company collapses – names US such as WorldCom and Tyco – they went out of business 
over an extended period of time; contrast that with Lehman and AIG.

And there is none of the financial sector inter-connectedness.  The names I have just 
mentioned did not trigger a domino series of failures because of systemic risk.

Banks do not go out of business as a result of their exposure to individual companies and 
individual companies do not fail because a bank fails.

I argue therefore that suggestions of end user systemic risk lack substance.

Finally, should SMEs be treated differently?  Parliament is right to be concerned about the 
position of SMEs, which face the same treasury risks as do the largest companies; I see more 
and more treasurers working in SMEs and applying standard risk mitigation tools.

The SME argument hinges on whether you believe that large companies do give rise to 
systemic risk.  If ECON can accept that systemic risk is not a compelling issue for large 
companies then I see no case for treating SMEs and large companies differently.

The challenge facing the Commission and Parliament is to bring forward a regulatory structure 
that recognises that end users – outside the scope of financial sector regulation – do not 
speculate or trade in derivatives and do not give rise to systemic risk.

The US Senate Agriculture Committee’s drafting last week seems to provide a basis we could 
usefully follow in Europe.  There is a broad and sensible definition of a commercial end user; 
drafting also excludes from the category of major swap participants those whose positions are 
‘held for hedging or mitigating commercial risk’.  I hope that the Commission in its proposals 
and ECON in its debate will see these definitions provide substance to the concept of a 
‘threshold’ – one of the options offered by the Commission for an end user exemption.

I would also expect the regulatory authorities – starting with the European Securities and 



Markets Authority, ESMA – to have the ability to challenge individual non-regulated end users 
to justify their right to exemption.  I strongly believe that with the available trade data and the 
transparency in end user disclosure it is right that the responsibility should lie with the regulator 
to make that challenge – for instance if there is a suspicion of speculative trading.

In my remarks I have aimed to stress why and how end users use derivatives.  I hope I have 
made clear that this is risk mitigation and not trading or speculating; and that it is a vital part of 
economic activity.  I am confident that ECON and Parliament will appreciate the significance of 
this.

Thank you again for this invitation and I look forward to your questions.
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